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Abstract: Aquaponic is a relatively new system of farming, which has received much research attention
due to its potential for sustainability. However, there is no consensus on comparability between crop
yields obtained from aquaponics (AP) and conventional hydroponics (cHP). Meta-analysis was used
to synthesize the literature on studies that compared crop yields of AP and cHP. Factors responsible
for differences were also examined through subgroup analysis. A literature search was conducted
in five databases with no time restriction in order to capture any publication on AP and cHP crop
yield comparisons. The search was, however, limited to journal and conference articles published
in English. Study characteristics and outcome measures of food crops were extracted. A natural
log response ratio effect size measure was used to transform study outcomes. An unweighted
meta-analysis was conducted through bootstrapping to calculate overall effect size and its confidence
interval. Between-study heterogeneity (I2) was estimated using a random effects model. Subgroup
and meta-regression were used to assess moderators, in an attempt to explain heterogeneity in the
effect size. The results showed that although crop yield in AP was lower than conventional cHP,
the difference was not statistically significant. However, drawing conclusions on the overall effect
size must be done with caution due to the use of unweighted meta-analysis. There were statistically
significant effects of aquatic organism, hydroponic system type, and nutrient supplementation used
in the studies on crop yield comparisons. Nutrient supplementation, particularly, led to on average
higher crop yield in AP relative to cHP. These findings are a vital information source for choosing
factors to include in an AP study. These findings also synthesize the current trends in AP crop yields
in comparison with cHP.

Keywords: nutrient supplementation; hydroponic system type; aquaculture effluent; subgroup
analysis; log response ratio

1. Introduction

Aquaponics (AP) is a farming system that integrates a recirculating aquaculture system (RAS) with
hydroponics (HP) into a single production system [1]. Conventional hydroponics (hereafter, cHP) has
been described as an intensive cultivation of crops in soilless media, and RAS is intensive farming of
aquatic animals (e.g., fish, crawfish, and shrimp). The concept of aquaponics was introduced due to the
need for nutrient recycling of aquaculture waste [2]. AP is suggested to reduce impacts of eutrophication,
water usage, and geographic footprint of aquaculture as a result of the symbiotic ecosystem created by
integrating aquaculture with HP [3]. Aquaponics systems also efficiently use water and nutrients [4].
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Aquaponics offers a potential for sustainability in crop production [5–9] by combining the benefits
of controlled environment agriculture and nutrient recycling. However, a major constraint to AP
sustainability is crop yield comparability between the system and cHP. Since aquaponics is a new
approach, its acceptance depends on its ability to compete with, or at least compare well in crop yield
to, cHP. The ability of AP crop yield to compare with cHP depends on several factors, which have been
examined sparingly in the literature. However, there is still no consensus on how well AP crop yields
compare with cHP. Whereas some studies show that aquaponically-grown crops have lower crop yields
than cHP systems [10–13], other studies show that higher or similar crop yields could be obtained
for aquaponics compared to cHP systems [14–16]. Economic assessment of AP sustainability [17–19]
and life cycle assessment have been done elsewhere in the literature [20]. Therefore, the aim of this
meta-analysis was not to assess the economic or environmental sustainability of aquaponics, but to
focus on crop productivity.

Contrasting reports on AP crop yield comparisons with cHP are due to the rather numerous
factors that contribute to crop yield variability in AP. Factors such as fish species, feed protein
content, flow rates, aquaculture effluent pH [21], fish density [22], feeding rate [23], and AP coupling
type, among other factors, greatly contribute to variability in nutrient quantity and quality in AP
systems, thereby affecting crop yield. Generally, aquaculture effluent is usually low in essential crop
nutrients required for optimum plant growth, warranting the need for nutrient supplementation.
Reports show that nutrient supplementation leads to similar, or even higher, AP crop yield as
cHP [24–26]. Other factors that influence AP crop yield include crop species [27,28], substrate/grow
media type [14,28,29], HP system type, and a myriad of others, which affect nutrient availability and
uptake by crops [2,30–33]. A combination of factors from the aquaculture and HP components interact
to affect crop yields in AP and how they compare with cHP systems. Therefore, comparing crop
yields between AP and cHP requires accounting for these factors. Studies that compare AP and cHP
are unable to include all these factors in a single experiment due to obvious practical reasons of cost
and labor.

Meta-analysis enables the synthesis of all studies that compare AP and cHP and a delineation
of factors responsible for any difference between the two systems. Meta-analysis is a quantitative
approach used to synthesize research findings [34]. The approach allows for an estimation of an effect
size that enables the comparison across studies with a similar research question [34,35]. An effect size
can be quantified using various effect size metrics [35]. Due to the quantitative nature of meta-analysis,
data from various studies that compared AP and cHP crop yield were combined. Meta-analysis also
allowed us to separate the contribution of the factors listed above to the overall crop yield difference.
The objectives of this study were to (1) quantify the magnitude of crop yield difference between
aquaponics and conventional hydroponics, (2) estimate between study heterogeneity in estimating a
summary effect size, and (3) conduct subgroup analysis to account for the heterogeneity in quantifying
summary effect size.

2. Methodology

2.1. Literature Search

The search began on 4 March 2019 in Web of Science, CAB Abstracts, Agricola, Aquatic Science and
Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA), and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global. These databases are known
to index aquaponics-related publications. The search terms “aquaponic* AND hydroponic* AND crop
yield”, were used to search Agricola, CAB Abstracts, while “aquaponic* OR recirculat* aquaculture
AND hydroponic*) AND TOPIC: (crop* yield OR crop* growth OR vegetable*)” were used in Web of
Science, ASFA, and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global. The Boolean truncation (*) was used to
capture all variations of the words. The literature search was constrained to publications in English.
Reviews and editorial materials were also excluded. Any study that had the words “Aquaponics” and
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“Hydroponics” was captured by the search. There was no publication date limitation placed on the
search range so as not to miss earlier publications related to aquaponics.

2.2. Inclusion Criteria

The studies were screened based on the criteria described in Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) [36]. The following criteria were used to screen the
main text of articles for inclusion: (1) Studies that compared AP with conventional HP, (2) conducted
on a food crop, (3) contained replicated controlled trials, and (4) reported a mean and associated sample
size. Any measure of variance was not considered in the inclusion criteria because (1) most studies did
not report any measure of variance, and (2) the effect size metric chosen for this meta-analysis did not
require a measure of variance.

2.3. Data Extraction and Processing

Data from included studies were extracted into Microsoft (MS) Excel for further processing.
Important variables extracted included author(s) first name and year of publication, focal fish/aquatic
species used in each study, mean fish stocking density, protein content of fish feed, type of AP system
(coupled or decoupled), HP system type (media-based, nutrient film technique, or deep water culture),
type of grow media, crop, and whether nutrients were supplemented or not. Categorical design
variables were used for subgroup analysis, while continuous variables were used in meta-regression.
The study outcomes extracted included the sample sizes, mean and variance components (standard
deviation (SD), standard error, or 95% confidence intervals) of yield and yield components, although
the variance measures were not used in the analysis. For leafy vegetables such as lettuce, basil,
and spinach, shoot fresh weight was used as yield. Studies that presented their data in graphs were
extracted using ImageJ, following best practices of the software.

2.4. Effect Size Calculation and Estimation of Overall Effect Size

In the current study, a log response ratio was chosen due to its ability to accommodate studies
that do not report measures of variance, such as standard error or confidence intervals [35]. The effect
size measure used was the log response ratio [37,38], which is estimated using Equation (1):

lnR = ln(
YAp

YHp
) (1)

where YAp, and YHp are the mean yields from the AP and HP systems, respectively, and lnR is the
natural log response. Effect size was transformed back to the response ratio for the easy biological
interpretation of results. The random-effects model with a restricted maximum likelihood estimator
(REML) was used to calculate the overall (summary) effect size, its 95% confidence intervals (CIs),
and heterogeneity. Estimation of overall effect was done using an unweighted meta-analysis by
bootstrapping. The open-source, cross-platform software for ecological and evolutionary meta-analysis
(OPENMEE) was used for bootstrapping meta-analysis. Unweighted analysis was adopted to enable
inclusion of studies that did not report any variance measure (standard deviation, standard error,
or CIs). Moreover, the calculation of lnR does not require variance measures. In total, 50 effect sizes
were obtained from 22 studies.

2.5. Subgroup Analysis and Meta-Regression

Subgroup analysis was conducted on type of fish/aquatic species, type of AP system, HP
system type (media-based, nutrient film technique, or deep-water culture), type of grow media, crop,
and whether nutrients were supplemented or not. Subgroup analysis was done using OPENMEE and
the R metafor package. Results of subgroup analysis were then extracted from the program and plotted
using MS Excel. Meta-regression was conducted to determine the relationship between effect size
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and feed protein content and mean fish stocking density. Meta-regression was done in R [39] with
the “meta” package. The “bubble” function in the package was used to visualize the meta-regression
(see code in supplementary materials). Meta-regression usually assumes a linear relationship between
the explanatory variable(s) and the outcome measure, where p-values are based on the null hypothesis
that the slope of the regression line is zero, and significant outcomes simply suggest that the slope
significantly differs from zero and that there is a relationship (positive or negative) between the factor
and outcome being compared [40]. Subgroup analysis that adopts a meta-regression approach also
allows for formal statistical tests for differences between subgroups where they are categorical [40].
However, the current assessment did not adopt the meta-regression approach for categorical subgroup
analysis, but only for the continuous independent variables.

3. Results

3.1. Study Descriptions

There was a steady growth in number of publications (K used here to distinguish number of
studies from number of effect sizes n) that compare AP and cHP in a single trial from 2009 to 2018.
The distribution of articles for the period were 2009 (K = 1), 2011 (K = 10), 2012 (K = 2), 2014 (K = 1),
2015 (K = 1), 2016 (K = 4), 2017 (K = 4), and 2018 (K = 8). The results also show that tilapia (K = 8),
followed by carp (K = 6), were the most common fish used in these experiments. Rainbow trout
and Pangasius fish appeared in two studies each. It was also found that some studies used crayfish
and shrimp in their AP systems. The number for carp was high because all types of carp, including
koi, were grouped together. The distribution of fish in studies could be due to ease of management.
Tilapia, for instance, is a hardy fish and can tolerate a wide range of water quality conditions and
densities, whereas other aquatic species such as crayfish and shrimp are quite difficult to manage.
Feed crude protein (CP) content ranged from 30% (K = 1) to 48% (K = 2). In one study, the CP was
estimated as 84% from the description of feed given in that study. This might be a possible outlier
for meta-regression between effect size and feed CP. Most of the studies used feed containing CP of
46% (K = 6), followed by 32% and 38% with K = 3 each. Fish stocking density ranged from 0.5 kg·m−3

(K = 1) to about 53 kg·m−3 (K = 1). A substantial number of studies did not report the stocking density
(K = 8). The predominant stocking density used was 7 kg·m−3 (K = 3), followed closely by 6.4 kg·m−3

(K = 3). Most of the studies used homogenous age composition (K = 12), while nine other studies used
heterogeneous ages of their aquatic/fish species. One study did not report age composition of the
aquatic/fish species. Assessment of aquaponics coupling type showed that almost all studies used
coupled/single loop aquaponics system (K = 20), whereas one study used a decoupled system and one
study did not indicate the type of coupling used.

Hydroponics systems were mainly deep-water culture (DWC, K = 9), media-based (K = 6),
and nutrient film technique (NFT, K = 7). It should be noted that both organic and inorganic media were
grouped as media-based system. Grow media used were light expanded clay aggregates (LECA, K = 1)
and perlite (K = 3). Coconut coir, expanded vermiculite, and coconut shell fiber were grouped together
as ‘other’ (K = 3). Grow media used in studies that adopted DWC and NFT systems were grouped
as none (K = 15). This implied that more studies used DWC and NFT than all media-based systems
combined. Distribution of crops showed that most of the trials were conducted using lettuce (K = 10) as
their test crop, while a few studies used crops such as spinach, strawberry, tomato, basil, and cucumber.
It was found that 13 out of the 22 studies examined did not supplement their aquaculture effluent.

3.2. Crop Yield across Studies

To understand crop yield across studies, there was the need to understand heterogeneity between
studies. Heterogeneity between studies confound the pooling of data across studies into a common
effect size. In our case, there was high between-study heterogeneity, which called for the need of
subgroup analysis. Heterogeneity among the studies was assessed using the restricted maximum
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likelihood estimator (REML) and inconsistency index (I2) [41]. The authors classified I2-values into
0–25%, 30–50%, and ≥75% as small, moderate, and substantial heterogeneity, respectively. The current
review therefore revealed that substantial between-study heterogeneity (I2 = 100%; not shown) existed
in the studies used for estimating the overall effect size for AP and HP crop yield comparisons.
Therefore, drawing conclusions on the overall effect size must be done with caution. This high
heterogeneity could be due to high variability in aquaponics experiments. The slightest change in one
component, either from the aquaculture or the hydroponic side, can result in tremendous influence in
heterogeneity. The results shown here (Figure 1) are the overall effect sizes and the bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals (CIs).
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Figure 1. Bootstrapped histogram of overall effect sizes (middle line) and confidence intervals (dotted
vertical lines). Number of bootstraps = 1000, number of effect sizes for resampling = 50. Overall effect
size = −0.19(−0.43 − 0.067; 95% CI).

When categorized based on study year, it was realized that effect sizes were variable for different
study years. However, apart from studies in 2009 and 2017, all other study years suggest that cHP crop
performance is superior to AP performance (Figure 2).
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3.3. Publication Bias

Publication bias was assessed with Rosenthal’s fail-safe number and a funnel plot (Figure 3).
The fail-safe number is an estimate of the number of non-significant studies required to nullify the
results of the meta-analysis. A fail-safe number (FSN) greater than 5k + 10 (where k is the number of
studies) is enough to consider publication bias inconsequential [42]. That is, for our study, a fail-safe
number greater than 120 would make publication bias inconsequential. A fail-safe number of 353 was
obtained in the current study. Both the funnel plot and FSN were executed using the metafor package
in R. The funnel plot was constructed with effect size (x-axis) against sample size (y-axis), because this
study adopted an unweighted analysis approach.
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CI = confidence interval.

A. Hydroponic Components

1. Hydroponic System and Media Type

Hydroponics system type accounted for 11.25% of the heterogeneity in crop yield among studies.
Also, the extent to which AP crop yields compares with cHP yield was influenced by grow media.
However, grow media accounted for only 0.44% of the heterogeneity among studies. When pooled,
all media-based AP performed poorly (Figure 5A). However, a comparison of media types showed
that the organic media-based type performs better than other types of media (Figure 5B). The low
performance of water-based systems (labeled as none in Figure 5B) can be attributed to the contribution
from the nutrient film technique (Figure 5A). Although some studies under DWC fell below the null
line (confidence interval extended beyond the null for DWC), most of the studies were beyond the null
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with an average positive effect size for DWC. This indicates that DWC systems generally resulted in
better AP crop yield performance.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 16 
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Figure 5. Effect of hydroponic system type (A) and grow media (B) on crop yield comparison between
aquaponics (AP) and hydroponics (HP); ‘n’ refers to number of effect sizes. In (A), DWC = deep-water
culture; NFT = nutrient film technique. In (B), LECA = light expanded clay aggregates. Full error bars
are 95% confidence intervals.

2. Crop Species Used

Generally, lettuce gave a better performance in AP systems than cHP systems compared to the
other crops (Figure 6). Tomato (n = 5), eggplant (n = 1), and spinach (n = 1) showed no difference
between AP and cHP systems (Figure 6). However, these results are inconclusive due to fewer effect
size(s) per crop. The case of babyleaf, too, must be interpreted with caution, because results came from
the same study. That is, performance due to babyleaf might be constrained by within study bias.
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A. Aquaculture Component

1. Aquatic Organism

A test of differences between aquatic organisms showed no significant difference between AP and
cHP crop yield. However, this comparison was subject to substantial between study heterogeneity
(I2 > 80%). Aquatic organisms accounted for 43.9% of the heterogeneity in estimating the overall effect
size. The results also show that effluent obtained from raising tilapia, carp, and Pangasius fish resulted
in poorer relative crop yield between AP and cHP (Figure 7A). Here, again, caution should be taken
when interpreting the results of Pangasius fish, because results came from the same study. Results
from perch, crayfish, shrimp, and catfish are also inconclusive, due to low samples sizes for each
taxa. Fish age composition influenced the crop yield performance between AP and cHP (Figure 7B).
Generally, homogenous age composition resulted in lower relative crop yield between AP and cHP
than heterogeneous age composition. This might be because most of the aquatic organisms, such as
crayfish, shrimp, and catfish, which had higher effect sizes fell into the heterogeneous age category,
thus skewing the results in favor of AP.
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2. Type of Aquaponics System

The results show lower relative crop yields between AP and cHP, irrespective of coupling
(Figure 8A). Also, the decoupled system results came from one study and therefore should not be
used as the sole basis to assess the performance of decoupled systems in general. This trend might
change with more studies using the decoupled system. Generally, nutrient supplementation resulted in
higher relative crop yield between AP and cHP (Figure 8B). However, studies that did not supplement
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achieved the opposite results. Nutrient supplementation accounted for 29.43% of the heterogeneity
(results not shown).
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3.5. Stocking Density and Feed Crude Protein Content

There was no significant relationship between mean stocking density or feed crude protein with
effect size (Figure 9). There was an outlier with very high mean stocking density and crude protein.
However, elimination of the outliers did not change the relationship (Supplementary Materials S§4).
The results show that increasing fish mean stocking density or increasing protein content did not result
in increased AP crop yield.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Crop Yield Across Studies

Interest in aquaponics (AP) has grown over time. The interest to compare crop yields from AP with
conventional hydroponics (cHP) increased from as low as one study in 2009 to as high as eight studies
in 2018 (Figure 2). This might be due to a realization that aquaponics has potential to contribute to food
sustainability [5–9]. Most of the comparisons in the studies considered were done where cHP served
as a control. However, in cases of nutrient supplementation trials, the main purposes were to examine
how comparable AP crop yield was to cHP. The results show that AP crop yields were generally
lower than cHP systems, even with nutrient supplementation. This was worse in studies that did not
supplement. This was expected, since fish effluent used in AP systems are usually low in crop nutrients,
especially micronutrients, are non-existent [43]. However, the overall crop yield obtained from AP
showed no statistically significant difference from cHP. As stated above, this comparability was due
to supplementation making their AP similar to cHP system. Nutrient supplementation is beneficial,
especially in the case of micronutrients, where systems such as deep-water culture or nutrient film
technique are used. However, this might also derail the sustainability goal of AP [44]. Alternative ways
of enhancing AP crop productivity without nutrient supplementation, such as anaerobic digestion
of sludge that returns nutrients lost through solid waste [13], use of substrate-based systems which
enhance microbial populations for improved nutrient uptake [45], and proper pH management [46–48],
should be encouraged.

Although the meta-analysis indicates that AP crop yield is comparable to crop yields with cHP, there
was substantial between-study heterogeneity in estimating the overall effect size. Therefore, a subgroup
analysis and meta-regression were explored further to understand contributing factors to this
heterogeneity [49]. Substantial between-study heterogeneity is characteristic of AP crop studies.
This is because no two AP systems are identical. Small modifications lead to substantial differences.
Therefore, pooled comparison is not quite feasible, although has been attempted in the current study.
This attempt was to give a rough idea of the trend in how yields in AP compare with cHP.

In assessing the results of this meta-analysis, it was important to consider that publication bias
could potentially detract from the outcome of the comparison. Although the fail-safe number of the
analysis was estimated as being larger than the cutoff by Brown and Sutton [49], this estimate was
confounded by a lack sampling variance from the various studies to conduct a weighted meta-analysis.
We are also aware that there might be studies which, due to their non-significant p-values or other
reasons, might be rejected by journal editors but that could not be included in this meta-analysis. [49].
Since meta-analysis depends on findings of all studies, publication bias could affect the interpretation
of our results. However, we assessed the presence or absence of publication bias through funnel plot
and fail-safe number. In our case, the funnel plot was based on the sample sizes, rather than the
standard error, and showed that the sample size distribution relative to effect size was not symmetrical.

4.2. Subgroup Analysis

The productivity of plants in AP depends highly on HP system type and plant grow media. Lettuce
plants showed better productivity in a raft technology (DWC) than media (LECA) bed technology [50].
This contrasted with another study, which found that HP system type had no significant influence on
tomato productivity [51]. This contrast could be due to differences in species response to different grow
media. The difference observed by Sirakov et al. [50] could also be due to the use of LECA, which has
some cation exchange properties, making it similar to organic material. Cation exchange capacity
improves nutrient uptake of these organic-based materials. In another study, a combination of coconut
fiber and crushed stones resulted in higher AP lettuce yield [25]. Thus, the need to explore more on
AP crop productivity using different HP system types. Also, the reports show that a combination
of various ratios of organic and inorganic grow media could be beneficial to improving AP crop
yield (Figure 5B; [14]). In terms of HP system type, however, DWC generally performed better than
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control. The interpretation of these results might change if nutrient supplementation is considered.
Nevertheless, it can be assumed that since supplementation resulted in a positive impact on AP crop
yield, this will positively influence the effect of grow media.

We found that different crop species obtained different effect sizes. This implies that relative crop
yield between AP and cHP depended on the focal crop. This information is important in the choice of
crops to grow in AP. Our analysis showed that growing lettuce (Lactuca sativa) produced similar or
better yields in AP relative to cHP than other crops (Figure 6). Performance of lettuce could be because
most of the studies that grew lettuce, grew them in a deep-water culture system and/or supplemented
their nutrient AP nutrient source. The nutrient demand of crops, such as tomato (Solanum lycopersicon),
cucumber (Cucumis sativus), and other fruity crops, is higher than most AP systems can supply, making
their yield incomparable with yields obtained from cHP systems. This is because nutrient uptake is
strongly influenced by crop species [27,52].

It was found that aquatic organisms influenced the relative crop yield between AP and cHP
(Figure 6). This is because aquaculture effluent nutrient quality is dependent on the aquatic organism
used. In a gravel-based ebb and flood coupled AP system, Knaus and Palm [53] showed that fish
species influenced crop species choice and yield. However, a different study that assessed the influence
of ‘Pacu’ fish and tilapia revealed no significant influence of the two fish species on crop yield of
vegetable garnish [33]. Thus, no consensus on the conclusion of influence of aquatic organisms on
AP crop performance has been reached. In this study, aquatic organism type accounted for 37%
of the heterogeneity in the effect sizes obtained. This implied that aquatic organisms contributed
substantially to the variation in effect size for AP crop yield and should be considered an important
factor in AP studies. Different fish species do not have the same influence on different crop species [53].
The subgroup analysis revealed that tilapia and carp have similar influence on crop yield comparison
between AP and cHP (Figure 7A). Other fish species have a potential for better AP crop yield than cHP
system. However, there were too few studies to fully estimate their effect.

Currently, two types of coupling are known in AP; recirculating or single loop and decoupled
or multiloop (see [54]). The current results showed that both coupling types resulted in lower AP
crop yield relative to cHP (Figure 8A). However, the question of which coupling type gives better
yield remains unanswered due to insufficient number of studies for decoupled AP. More studies
that compare AP and cHP crop yields using decoupled systems would allow for a comprehensive
conclusion on decoupled versus recirculating systems. However, although the type of coupling is
important for adjustment of growth conditions [54,55], coupling type alone cannot lead to improved
crop yields if the same growth conditions are achieved for both system types. That is, in a decoupled
system, if growth conditions, such as pH and plant nutrients, are not adjusted, crop yield cannot
be improved. This was the case of Pickens [56], who found lower cucumber yields in a decoupled
AP system compared with cHP fertilizer. Generally, low AP crop yield is attributed to low nutrient
contents of aquaculture effluent. Rightly so, studies that supplemented their effluent solution with one
or more nutrients achieved similar or higher AP crop yield than the cHP system (Figure 3). Nutrient
supplementation of at least chelated iron is required in AP for the growth of healthy plant biomass [40].
Other studies achieved similar results when they supplemented their aquaculture effluent with required
plants nutrients [24,26]. Therefore, to achieve comparable or better AP crop yields with cHP, nutrient
supplementation is an important consideration.

5. Conclusions

AP is a new field of farming, which has attracted keen research interest. Comparison of AP and
cHP in terms of crop yield is a recent topic of interest, with studies dating not more than a decade
in this meta-analysis. The meta-analysis showed that overall crop yield obtained from AP was not
statistically significantly different from cHP. However, contribution of nutrient supplementation to
this non-significant effect was high. More than half of between-study heterogeneity was explicable by
aquatic/fish species used and nutrient supplementation. Nutrient supplementation resulted in similar
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or even higher AP crop yield than cHP. Important factors that accounted for crop yield differences
between AP and cHP were aquatic/fish species, hydroponic system type, type of grow media, and crop
species on aquaponics crop yield. Coupled and decoupled AP both had lower relative aquaponics
crop yield. Generally, the study showed that to have a better or comparable AP with cHP crop yield,
lettuce is a better choice, floating raft (DWC) should be used, and if media-based, then organic media
would be better. The best aquatic organism would be tilapia, and need to supplement aquaculture
effluent with at least iron.

6. Challenges of This Study and Recommendations

The main challenge of this meta-analysis was that most authors failed to report the variance
around their means. This resulted in the choice of unweighted over weighted meta-analysis. Weighted
meta-analysis would have been more robust than unweighted. Since unweighted meta-analysis
assumes similar contributions from studies, the overall outcome is not a true reflection of variability
among the studies. It is recommended that journal editors should strongly encourage the reporting
of standard deviation, standard errors, or confidence intervals of means for these types of studies.
This will enable an all-inclusive future meta-analysis. Also, lead authors should be transparent and
kind enough to give out information about the studies when contacted.

The limited number of studies of most of the factors examined reduced the rigor of subgroup
analysis. Therefore, there is the need for future studies to focus on comparison of decoupled
systems output with conventional hydroponics to give credence for future subgroup analysis.
Also, other aquatic/fish species should be explored to assess their potential to improve aquaponics
crop yield over conventional hydroponics.
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